MOS Crosswalk Gap Analysis
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
AUTHORITY: 10 U.S.C. 1142, Pre-separation Counseling; DoD Directive 1332.35, Transition Assistance for Military Personnel; DoD
Instruction 1332.36, Pre-separation Counseling for Military Personnel; and E.O. 9397, as amended (SSN), DoD DTM 12-007,
Implementation Mandatory Transition Assistance Program Participation for Eligible Service Members and DA DTM 2014-18,
Soldier for Life – Transition Assistance Program. PRINCIPAL PURPOSE(S): To document achievement of Career Readiness
Standards commensurate with the Service member's desired employment, education, technical training, and/or entrepreneurial
objectives. ROUTINE USE(S): The DoD "Blanket Routine Uses" found at
http://dpclo.defense.gov/Privacy/SORNsIndex/BlanketRoutineUses.aspx apply. DISCLOSURE: Voluntary; however, if the requested
information is not provided, it may not be possible for a Commander or designee to verify that a Service member has met the Career
Readiness Standards.

Part A: Filling in the Gap
Complete the “Where am I now” column, the “Where am I going” column, and finally fill the Gap by completing the
“What do I need to fill in the Gap” column.

Where am I now?
Current MOS:_

What do I need to fill in
the Gap?

Use V-MET, Service Transcripts,
and Professional Evaluations to
complete this column.

Where am I going?
Civilian Occupation:
Use Mynextmove for Veterans,
O*Net, and MySkills, MyFuture
to complete this column.

Experience and skills I have:

Experience and skills I need to
obtain:

Experience and skills this
occupation requires:

Education and training I have:

Education and training I need to
obtain:

Education and training
this occupation requires:

Credentials (licenses,
certifications,
apprenticeships) I
have:

Credentials (licenses,
certifications,
apprenticeships) I
need to obtain:

Credentials (licenses,
certifications,
apprenticeships) or any other
requirements for this
occupation:

Part B: Assessing the Salary and Labor Market for the Civilian
Occupation
After completing Part A: Filling in the Gap, complete the Labor Market Information (LMI) for the civilian occupation
using Mynextmove for Veterans.

Location:
What is your preferred geographic location of
relocation (city/state)?

Salary:
What is the salary range for this occupation?
What is the salary range for this occupation in my
preferred location (city/state)?
Does the salary range fit my requirements?

Job Outlook:
What is the outlook for this occupation in your
preferred state?
What geographic locations (city/state) has a better
outlook?
Which location(s) (city/state) would you be willing
to relocate to?

Final Analysis
Based upon “Filling in the Gap”, Salary, and
Outlook, is this a good job to pursue?
List 2 alternative jobs that you can explore to
expand your options. If needed, repeat GAP
Analysis with each alternative job.

My Next Steps, based upon Part A and B of Gap Analysis:

